
The information in this guide applies to software 
versions 1.37.0 and onwards. Attempt the suggested 

steps in order, until the issue is resolved.
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1. Authentication/Login
1.1 Unable to login [invalid username or password] 

Confirm and the ensure the following:

1.  Have you correctly entered the username and password?

 -  Check capitalization and symbols/numbers have been 
entered correctly. 

2. Is the device connected to a stable internet connection? 

If the issue persists, attempt to login to the dashboard 
(yourcompanyname.dorsavionline.com).

If you can login to the dashboard but are still unable to login  
to the myViSafe App, contact your account manager or 
support@dorsavi.com

1.2 Unable to login [unknown error occurred  
– can login to dashboard but not app] 

If you experience the ‘unknown error occurred’ message, email 
support@dorsavi.com and cc your dorsaVi account manager.

2. Sensor Fitment
Confirm the following prior to commencing an assessment:

1.  The subject’s skin is clean and dry. This ensures proper 
sensor adhesion.

2. Clothing does not shift or displace sensors.

3. Use overwrap stickers to secure sensors to the low-back.

4. Ensure sensors are fitted in the correct orientation.

2.1 Shoulder Fitment 

Ensure the following:

1. Sensors are placed in a vertical orientation.

2. The sensor flashing Green is on the Left arm.

3. The sensor flashing Blue is on the Right arm.
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2.2 Back Fitment

Ensure the following:

1. Sensors are placed in a vertical orientation.

2. The sensor flashing Green is at the bottom.

3. The sensor flashing Blue is at the top.

3. Commencing an assessment
3.1 Cannot see newly assigned units/properties 
jobs/tasks

Newly created dashboard items are only synchronized at login. 
Pressing the sync icon in the app will not update these items. 

Attempt the following:

1.  Confirm all items are correctly assigned to your account  
on the Dashboard (under the Access Details section).

2. Logout of the app and log back in.

 – This will re-download all assigned dashboard items

If this does not resolve the issue, notify support@dorsavi.com 
and cc your dorsaVi account manager.

3.2 Sensors won’t calibrate

1. Quit the assessment and try again.

2.  Restart Bluetooth by turning Flight mode On and Off  
via the device’s Control Centre.

3.  Restart the sensors by holding down the power button  
and then turning them back on.

3.3 ‘No or too few sensors found’

1.  Check if the sensors are on, and not already connected 
(front Status LED should be flashing red).

2.  Restart Bluetooth by turning Flight mode On and Off  
via the device’s Control Centre.

4. Conducting an assessment
4.1 Sensors are disconnecting

1.  Confirm if sensor disconnection is occurring indoors or 
outdoors. 
-  Disconnection is more likely to occur outdoors, with a 

recommended operating range of within 5 metres (16 feet) 
to the device.

2.  Try to ensure a direct line-of-sight is maintained between 
the sensors and device.

If sensors are not reconnecting, save & quit the assessment, 
and then commence a new assessment.

4.2 Sensor data is drifting during an assessment

1. Quit the assessment and try again.

2. Restart the sensors.

If the issue occurs in every assessment, contact your  
dorsaVi account manager.

4.3 Data does calibrate at the ‘0’ point

1. Check that the sensors are adhered to the skin correctly.

2. Quit the assessment and try again.
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5. Sensors
5.1 Standard LED indicators 

BATTERY LED (on the top of the sensor)

Light Color Description

Solid green Sensor is fully charged and plugged in

Flashing green Sensor has between 50% and 99% charge

Flashing yellow Sensor has between 20% and 49% charge

Flashing red Sensor has between 6% and 19% charge

No light Sensor is off

STATUS LED (LED on the front of the sensor)

Light Color Description

Flashing 
red

Sensor is available for pairing or in an active 
Monitoring session

Green Sensor is connected to dorsaVi Professional Suite  
as the green sensor

Blue Sensor is connected to dorsaVi Professional Suite  
as the blue sensor

5.2 Sensor won’t turn on

Ensure that the sensor has been charged for at least an hour 
via a wall outlet. 

Confirm the following:

1.  When the sensors are charging, is the battery LED flashing? 
–  If not, then there may be a fault with the charging unit or 

the sensor itself.

Disconnect the sensor from the charging cable and confirm 
that:

2.  If the sensor has been charged, do any of the sensor  
LEDs turn on when the power button is pressed? 
–  If the battery LED starts flashing but the status LED  

does not, then the LED itself may be faulty.

5.3 Sensor status LED is solid blue

This occurs when the sensor upgrade process is interrupted.  
To return the sensor back to normal, do the following:

1. Ensure the sensor is near the device

2.  Enter in to the App Settings screen via the homepage  
of the app

3. Navigate to Sensor Upgrade

4. Follow the on-screen prompts to ‘re-configure’ the sensor.

5.4 Sensor status LED is solid red

Please notify your dorsaVi account manager.

5.5 Sensors are flashing blue or green but are  
not in an assessment

Restart the device’s Bluetooth by enabling and disabling  
Flight Mode via the control centre.
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